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An Appreciation of Professor S.P. Datta, Managing Editor of 
FEBS Letters, 1968- 1985 
To start and successfully develop a new scientific periodical of the highest quality is a formidable task and 
in this competitive world there are few recent examples of journals that have succeeded in achieving the same 
recognition by research workers as FEBS Letters in the short span of less than two decades. The success 
of FEBS Letters is no doubt due to several factors: the surge of activity that followed the foundation of 
the Federation of European Biochemical Societies in 1964, the support of many constituent Societies and 
individuals in the Federation, the ability of the publishers to.achieve rapid publication without sacrificing 
style or quality of production, but above all the single-minded edication, enthusiasm and hard work of 
the first Managing Editor, Prakash Datta, whose retirement from the post he has held since FEBS Letters 
was launched in 1968 marks the end of an era. Fortunately, his wisdom and experience will not be complete- 
ly lost to FEBS as he is continuing not only as Treasurer of the Federation but also as Honorary Chairman 
of the Editorial Board of FEBS Letters. 
Having known Prakash Datta as a colleague and friend for more than 25 years and worked with him on 
the Committee of the Biochemical Society, on the Executive Committee of FEBS when I served as Secretary- 
General, and on the Editorial Board of FEBS Letters I am certain that neither FEBS nor FEBS Letters 
would have become so successful so quickly but for his contributions to both organizations. To assemble 
a distinguished FEBS Letters Editorial Board at the outset and to get it to function harmoniously was no 
mean achievement. Equally, to maintain and even improve the quality of the journal over the years required 
the kind of constant attention to both policy and detail for which only a few people are willing and able 
to find time and energy. The Managing Editor’s workload has been perhaps ten times greater than that of 
anyone else on the Editorial Board, but somehow Prakash Datta has always managed to deal speedily with 
new manuscripts or papers sent to him as second editor. His efficiency in keeping manuscripts moving 
through the editorial channels always set a fine example. Another characteristic over the years has been his 
willingness to remain receptive to new ideas and thus the journal has continued to evolve. Unflappable in 
difficult situations, generous and always fair even under pressure, his decisions have invariably been con- 
structive and to the point and his advice on matters great and small worth taking into consideration. 
As I contemplate what being an editor of FEBS Letters has meant to me, I recall with pleasure the various 
postcards that I, and others, received occasionally. These communications from the Managing Editor usual- 
ly included some pertinent comments and greetings, which somehow seemed to arrive at moments when 
one’s editorial morale might be flagging, for example as a result of an unusually large influx of manuscripts 
during the summer vacation when one would rather be on holiday then engaged in editing papers. This in- 
formality in running the journal was also evident at meetings of the Editorial Board, which were always 
relaxed, but efficiently organized and business-like. There is no doubt that this approach was very successful 
in creating and maintaining a remarkable unity of purpose amongst editors and an atmosphere in which 
personal friendships flourished. I still feel that meetings of FEBS editors always have been very much like 
reunions of old friends. 
This very brief account is intended as a tribute not a valediction since, as already mentioned, Prakash Datta 
will continue to remain closely associated with FEBS. In 1985, on the 21st Anniversary of the Federation, 
both FEBS and Mr FEBS are still going strong. Long may they continue to do so. 
H.R.V. Arnstein 
London, November 30, 1985 
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Dear Prakash, 
For the past eighteen years of your professional ife, i.e., since the very beginning of this Journal, you have 
been its extremely efficient Managing Editor; you have also been the Treasurer of FEBS since its inception. 
You, Bill Whelan and Henry Arnstein have been, so to speak, the ‘obstetricians’ bringing FEBS and FEBS 
Letters to life. Having myself been associated with FEBS from shortly after its inception I have witnessed 
its development and seen how much it has contributed to the further development of Biochemistry in 
Europe. FEBS has made our science the expression of a community of people, closely communicating and 
working together across barriers. 
FEBS and FEBS Letters without you simply cannot be conceived. On the other hand, considering the time 
and the massive amount of work involved (and I am judging from my own first months in office as your 
successor) one can understand your decision at one point to resign as the Managing Editor of FEBS Letters. 
We are all very grateful that you accepted to stay on the Editorial Board; the Journal needs you. However, 
as each of us deeply appreciates everything that you have done for the Journal and for FEBS, we thought 
that as a small token of our great appreciation and friendship you should be made Honorary Chairman 
of FEBS Letters. I therefore carried out a mail ballot among all members of the Editorial Board. Something 
most unusual happened. Each and every member answered and each answer was enthusiastically positive. 
In my professional life I have chaired a number of committees, national and international, but this is the 
first and only time that I experienced such a unique result of a ballot. And, of course, we are all very happy 
that the FEBS Publications Committee wholeheartedly approved and appointed you as the Honorary Chair- 
man of your Journal. 
We also thought of inviting those who have been close to you during all these years - be they members of 
the present or past Editorial Board of the Journal, or of the FEBS Executive Committee, or your former 
associates - to dedicate a paper to you on this occasion. It would also be appropriate that these papers would 
appear together in the first issue of your Journal, of which you are now the Honorary Chairman. Again, 
the response has been unanimously positive, showing again how strong are the bridges that FEBS and FEBS 
Letters have built across the barriers in Europe, national and linguistic. It was with sincere regret that a 
few could not contribute simply due to the fact of not having the right data at the right time. 
Much as the working atmosphere in a laboratory is the projection of the personality of its leader, so is the 
working atmosphere of an Editorial Board the projection of the personality of the Managing Editor. It has 
been a pleasure for me during the last few months to cooperate with an Editorial Board so sensible, so com- 
mitted, so ready to work out practical solutions towards making FEBS Letters a better and better Journal. 
My own program is very simple: to follow your example in the best way that I can. I know that I can count 
on your support towards this goal and on that of the other members of the Editorial Board, and the FEBS 
Publications Committee. 
Giorgio Semenza 
Zurich, November 30, 1985 
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